Simulation of plasmas in the electromagnetic fields requires to solve numerically a kinetic equation, describing the time evolution of the particle distribution function. Here, we propose a finite volume scheme based on the integral relation for the Poisson bracket to solve the most fundamental kinetic equation, namely, the Liouville equation. The proposed scheme conserves the number of particles, maintains the total-variation-diminishing (TVD) property, and provides high-quality numerical results. Some other types of kinetic equations may be also formulated in terms of the Poisson brackets and solved with the proposed method. Among them is the focused transport equation describing the acceleration and propagation of the Solar
2
Energetic Particles (SEPs), which is of practical importance, since the high energy SEPs produce radiation hazards. The newly proposed scheme is demonstrated to be accurate and efficient, which makes it applicable to global simulation systems analysing the space weather. We also discuss a role of focused transport and the accuracy of the diffusive approximation, in application to the SEPs.
INTRODUCTION
In astrophysics and space science, a hierarchy of models is used to simulate plasma motions.
The most basic one is hydrodynamics (Landau and Lifshitz 1959) , which treats the moving media (usually, plasmas) as fluids. Being applicable for a wide range of physical and technical problems, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been developed to be a powerful applied science employing the variety of numerical methods, reviewed by Hirsch (1997) . Among them, one called finite volume approach is a widely used. This framework treats the governing equations of CFD as a system of conservation laws, which are actually Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) of a special kind, mathematically expressing the conservation of physical quantities such as mass, momentum and energy. Specifically, for each of these conserved variables the conservation law equation reads:
where U is the density of conserved variable and the vector F is the flux function, ∇ being the differential operator with regard to spatial coordinates. Once this equation is integrated over a control volume, the integral of the term, ∇ · F, in this equation reduces to a surface integral of the flux function over the boundary of the control volume. Therefore, if the computational domain of the conservation-law system is decomposed into a set of control volumes (cells), the time derivative of the conserved variable within each control volume reduces to the exchange of the numerical fluxes between each pair of neighboring cells, these numerical fluxes being essentially the integral of the flux function over the interface (the shared boundary) of the two cells. The Gauss theorem is formulated via the dot product of the flux function by the "external" unit vector of the boundary for ith cell, which is at the same time the negative of the "external" unit vector to the same interface for jth neighboring cell, so that the numerical flux from ith cell to jth cell is always equal to the negative of the flux from jth cell to ith cell. Therefore, the time derivative of the total integral of the conserved quantity over the computational domain reduces to mutually cancelling contributions form each numerical flux to the neighboring cells, resulting in the automatically conservation of the total amount of physical quantities such as mass, momentum and energy, unless there is a non-vanishing flux of these quantities through the external boundary of the computational domain.
Such schemes are well known as conservative numerical scheme.
To model the solar-terrestrial environment, it is not sufficient to describe just the medium motion, since it is significantly affected by the (interplanetary) magnetic field. To account for both the magnetic field contribution to the force acting on a plasma and the evolution of the magnetic field frozen into the moving plasma, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model is used (see Shore 1992), accomplishing the equations above with the conservation law for magnetic field flux. An example of the finite volume scheme for the MHD had been developed by Powell et al. (1999) , who also extended the concept of characteristics associated with different types of the MHD waves in application to the computational MHD. Usually the characteristics are the lines along which the value is conserved of some combinations of the conserved variables, which are referred to as the Riemann invariants. Powell et al. (1999) demonstrated how to employ characteristics to construct high-resolution numerical flux, including a magic wave flushing away ∇ · B values, if they are non-zero.
The highest level in the hierarchy is represented by two main families of particle numerical models providing a kinetic description (see Lifshitz and Pitaevski 1981) for plasmas in the electromagnetic fields. Both categories of numerical methods in fact solve the same mathematical PDE, describing the evolution of velocity distribution function (VDF). One approach currently becoming more and more popular is to solve VDF numerically from the kinetic PDE by applying directly the finite difference scheme to discretize the partial derivatives over coordinates and momenta, in the equation. A rather advanced numerical framework based on this approach is hybrid-Vlasov simulator "Vlasiator" described by Hoilijoki (2019) . An alternative and more traditional approach is to integrate the same PDE along its characteristic lines in the phase space of coordinates, q l , and p l , in which lines are nothing but the (Hamiltonian) trajectories of charged particles in the electromagnetic field. The actual computational algorithm for the latter approach, for example, within the framework of particle-in-cell (PIC) scheme is to compute a huge ensemble of clusters (referred to as macro-particles) of particles, jointly moving in the electromagnetic fields, as described by Birdsall and Langdon (2005) . From the mathematical standpoint, however, such schemes do not solve the motion of individual plasma particles, but they just sample the averaged value of the VDF function about some point of the phase space and then transport this value along the characteristic line, that is the macro-particle trajectory, similar to the way this is done for the Riemann invariant in the CFD.
In the present paper, we propose a new numerical scheme to solve the kinetic equation, which is designed to combine the advantages of both said kinetic approaches. We describe a way to solve a wide class of PDEs describing the VDF evolution, with no need to operate with billions of macro-particles, thus improving the computational efficiency. At the same time we employed the finite volume scheme, thus avoiding a (implicit or at least not discussed usually) drawback of finite difference approach, which might fail to maintain the important conservation law -the particle number conservation. In this way we can benefit from a variety of useful tools developed for CFD and computational MHD, ranging from purely theoretical concepts, such as Total-Variation-Diminishing (TVD) principle, to the available codes and modules, such as the Space Weather
Modelling Framework (SWMF) by Tóth et al. (2012) . At the same time we benefit from the characteristic property of the Hamiltonian trajectory, onto which we project the gradient of the VDF.
In the heart of our new approach is the concept of Poisson bracket, enabling the use of the finite volume approach. While in a canonical Liouville equation the Poisson bracket follows from the Hamiltonian theory, for more practical application to the focused-transport equation describing the acceleration and transport of Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) in the heliosphere, the possibility to re-write the equation via the Poisson bracket is non-evident. However, once introduced, the Poisson brackets greatly facilitates the numerical model, allowing us to efficiently produce the high-quality simulation results as we present here.
LIOUVILLE EQUATION AND POISSON BRACKET
The general equation describing evolution of a velocity distribution function, f (q l , p l ), for a dynamical system with a Hamiltonian function, H(q l , p l ), with q l , p l , l = 1, 2 . . . N , being the generalized coordinates and momenta for lth degree of freedom, has a form as follows:
In terms of the Poisson brackets, which we define as:
the Liouville equation 2 can be re-written as:
Note, that we define Poisson bracket as each term in 2, rather than the whole sum, as had been defined by Landau and Lifshitz (1976) . In more general case, Eq. 4 determines the time evolution of VDF via the total of L Poisson brackets, for each of them q l , p l , l = 1, 2, . . . , L being an arbitrary pair of independent variables in the phase space. With no loss in generality of the methods discussed below, in different Poisson brackets the Hamiltonian functions may be different and they may or may not have a physical meaning of energy expressed in terms of coordinates and momenta.
A major advantage of the Poisson brackets is that they explicitly conserve the total number of particles. The latter is defined as an integral of the distribution function over the phase space: dΓf , the phase volume element being dΓ = Π l (dq l dp l ). The particle number conserves, d dt dΓ f = − l dΓ {f, H} q l ,p l ≡ 0, since for any Poisson bracket in any cross-section of the phase space by p l , q l plane (with other coordinates and momenta keeping constant values at this plane) the integral of the Poisson bracket, dq l dp l {f, H} q l ,p l vanishes thanks to Eq. 3:
Control Phase Volume Formulation: Second Order Flux
Eqs. 4-5 can be combined to find a rate of a particle number in a control volume, for simplicity, in rectangular one: V = Π l (∆q l ∆p l ), centered at the point,
In terms of a two-component differential operator, ∇ l = ∂ ∂q l , ∂ ∂p l , the integrand in Eq. 6 reads:
. Now, using Stokes' theorem and chain rule, we arrive at the finite volume formulation of Eq. 4:
An integration contour on (q l , p l ) plane consists of four segments: Fig. 1 ). Herewith, we do not list those coordinates, which are equal to their cell-centered values.
Thus, similarly to a conservative scheme for Eq. 2, the time derivative of particle number in the control volume may be expressed in terms of numerical fluxes through its faces:
where the integrals of the distribution function are expressed in terms of the face-centered values:
where the effective Hamiltonian functions are introduced, each depending only on two variables:
The numerical flux of particles along the coordinate q l is proportional to the particle velocity ∂H l ∂p l , while that along the momentum axis, p l , is proportional to the force, − ∂H l ∂q l . If this formulation is applied to a control volume (cell) based grid, for simplicity, equally spaced, the conservative numerical scheme may be derived from an evident evaluation for flux given by Eqs. 9-10: the distribution function value at each face is an arithmetic average of its values in cells neighboring across this face, the integrals of the Hamiltonian function just reducing to edge value differences of the Hamiltonian function. Within this framework, a (semi-discrete) second order numerical scheme for solving the distribution function reads as follows:
where arguments for the distribution function value f related to a considered control volume are not listed while for other functions only differences in arguments with respect to the center of the considered cell are listed. Fig. 1 illustrates Eq. 12, with dashed arrows showing which cell-centered values of the distribution function are employed in the numerical fluxes.
In Eq. 12, for each Poisson bracket there is a sum of four terms, 4 δH l f ext +f 2
, where δH l is a properly signed difference in values of the reduced Hamiltonian function,H l , in grid vertexes, for a given face, while f ext is the distribution function value in the neighboring cell, which is separated by the said face from the control volume. It is important that for each l the total of four Hamiltonian-dependent multipliers in this sum vanishes:
since they constitute the vanishing integral, dH = 0, over the closed contour. By this reason, the total of numerical fluxes, l 4 δH l f ext +f 2 , in Eq. 12 may be written as l 4 δH l f ext −f 2 , since 4 δH l f = f 4 δH l = 0. Hence, the discretization in Eq. 12 keeps a uniform solution, f = const, to be steady-state, as long as all differences, (f ext − f ), vanish in this case.
The double sum in Eq. 12 is not easy to handle. To simplify the formulae, one can enumerate faces of a control volume with index, j, so that Eq. 12 may be expressed via a sum over faces:
where f ext j is the cell-centered value of distribution function in the cell across the jth face and δH j for jth face is equal to one of four δH l at one certain choice of l. For a canonical distribution function, the number of faces of the control volume in 2N -dimensional phase space equals 4N
(two faces for positive and negative direction of each of 2N phase coordinates), which is four times the number, N of the Poisson brackets in Eq. 4. Therefore, in this case Eq. 14 differs from Eq. 12 only by order of summation, however, in more complicated cases more than one δH l may contribute to δH j for a given face. Equation 13 can be now written as j δH j = 0. Now, we can introduce two groups, δH + j , and δH − j , of positive and negative δH j and partial sums, j,+ and j,− , over faces with positive and negative δH, so that
It is also convenient to introduce downwind and upwind estimates for the distribution function gradient along trajectory of the Hamiltonian system (see Fig. 2) :
11 The second order numerical scheme Eq. 12 may be now formulated as follows:
which is similar to the numerical flux, Hirsch 1997) . Here, we employ high-resolution methods developed for the latter equation, thus benefiting from the characteristic property of the Hamiltonian trajectory.
Control Phase Volume Formulation: Upwind Monotone Flux
To convert a second order scheme 17 to a monotone first order flux, one needs to add to the Right Hand Side (RHS) of Eq. 17 a minimal numerical diffusion, D expressed as follows:
The resulting first order monotone numerical scheme, ∂f (1) ∂t = ∂f (2) ∂t + D, becomes:
For faces with positive δH j , the distribution function value, f , from the given control volume is used, otherwise the distribution function value, f ext j , from the neighboring cell is involved. This choice provides the upwinded flux (see Hirsch 1997) , since the sign of δH j determines the local direction of velocity or force, i.e. the direction of particle motion in the phase space ("wind").
The first order explicit numerical flux, which advances numerical solution for the distribution function from the time level t through the time step, ∆t, to the time level, t + ∆t, is:
The flux is monotone (i.e. all multipliers at the values of distribution functions are non-negative):
12 −H − j > 0, 1 − CFL ≥ 0, as long as the CFL condition is satisfied:
2.3. Control Phase Volume Formulation: Total Variation and TVD Property
To extend the first order monotone flux to the second order of accuracy and at the same time to avoid spurious oscillations in numerical solution, the total variation (TV) should be introduced (see Hirsch 1997). Sokolov et al. (2006) defined total variation for 2D block-adaptive grid as the integral over the plane, such that this variation may bound the difference between the cell-centered numerical solution and some averaged value (in the application considered in Sokolov et al. (2006) the value in the coarser cell had been bounded to the average of the finer cell values). We inherit this approach in the current work and introduce the total variation, TV as follows:
the outer summation is performed over all control volumes. To verify that a particular numerical scheme has a TVD property (i.e. does not increase TV), in the time derivative of Eq.22,
we change the order of summation to group all multipliers by ∂f ∂t in the given volume:
Only those control volumes contribute to the time derivative of the TV, in which (δ − f ) ext j in any "plus-neighbor" has the sign opposite to that of δ − f in the control volume. The numerical scheme possesses the TVD property, if in all such control volumes the sign of ∂f ∂t is opposite to that of δ − f :
Particularly, the first order numerical flux given by Eq. 19, possesses the TVD property, since
Control Phase Volume Formulation: Second Order TVD Scheme
To construct the second order TVD numerical flux, one needs to modify the first order monotone flux 19 by: (1) adding the difference between the second order and first order numerical fluxes (i.e.,
anti-diffusion, which is the negative of Eq. 18), to achieve the high accuracy; and (2) limiting the added anti-diffusion by applying proper limiter function Ψ, to maintain the TVD property:
Eq. 25 describes the conservative second order TVD scheme, in which the numerical flux through a plus-face equals δH +
In the region of smoothness, the arguments of the limiting function are close to each other and the function may be chosen equal to them too:
In this case we can evaluate: 
which should in fact depend also on δ − f , obey three conditions as follows:
(otherwise the first term in Eq. 25 has same sign as δ − f , potentially breaking the TVD property)
(otherwise in the control volumes, in which the TV reduces, the dissipation is excessive), and
(otherwise the second term in Eq. 25 has same sign as δ − f potentially breaking the TVD property).
These requirements are similar to those derived for the TVD scheme for 1D advection equation For the limiter, we can choose between functions, in which the role of δ + f is dominant, say,
(that is the interpolated value at face equals f + δ + f 2 , unless this equality breaks the TVD property), or a symmetric functions of three differences, such as a triple "superbee" limiter:
or a pair limiter function of δ − f, (δ − f ) ext j independent of δ + f , such as the usual superbee:
With the latter choice adopted in our simulations, the face value is constructed via limited δ − f in the two control volumes separated by the face, so that there is no need to compute δ + f . In explicit TVD scheme the second order of accuracy in time may be achieved, if Eq. 17 is applied to approximately update the solution to the intermediate time level t + ∆t/2:
where a local CFL-number is used defined in Eq. 20 above. With these regards, an explicit TVD scheme of second order accuracy in time may be derived from Eqs. 25-26:
As long as the CFL condition given by Eq. 21 is fulfilled in all control volumes and the limiters are correctly applied, all contributions to the second term in the RHS,
have the same sign as δ − f , while the third term in the RHS is less by magnitude than CFL δ − f .
Therefore the sign of f (t + ∆t) − f is opposite to that of δ − f and the TVD criterion is satisfied.
Numerical Result
In order to illustrate the advantages of our TVD scheme, we run simulations with Hamiltonian function H = c m 2 c 2 + (P x − qA x ) 2 + (P y − qA y ) 2 , for two-dimensional (2D) motion (gyration) of particles of mass, m, with the electric charge, q, in the uniform magnetic field, B, directed along z-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system, x, y, z. Here, P x,y = p x,y + qA x,y are the components of generalized momentum (see Ch.16 in Landau and Lifshitz 1975) . Assuming the Landau gauge, A x = 0, A y = Bx, for the components of vector potential, A x,y , we can express p x ≡ P x , while conservation of P y for the Hamiltonian function independent on y allows us to consider a group of particles with P y = 0, so that x ≡ − py qB . Their motion is described by 1D Hamiltonian function, H(x, p x ) = c m 2 c 2 + p 2 x + (qBx) 2 , with the distribution function depending on Despite a poor resolution at low energies, the high quality numerical solution is achieved.
x = − py qB and p x . The initial beamed distribution function is assumed to equal one (white colorsee the left panel in Fig.3 ) in a narrow cone of momentum directions about y-axis, the momentum magnitude ranging from 0.01 mc to 10 mc.
The simulation results obtained with the scheme given by Eq. 27 for CFL = 0.99 on two different kinds of grid are presented in Fig. 3 (middle and right panels) . The simulation time, t = 2πm qB , is chosen, at which particles of lower energy, p 2 x +p 2 y m 2 c 2 , complete a full Larmor rotation.
Due to relativistic dependence of the gyration frequency on the particle energy, the particles with higher energy rotate slower, which results in de-phasing of initially beamed particles. The profile of the distribution function is sharply outlined thanks to the use of suberbee limiter. Thus, the proposed scheme has high accuracy and low diffusion, which makes it suitable for practical use. 3 
. KINETIC EQUATION FOR SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES WITH POISSON

BRACKETS
The current research is mostly motivated by a need to have an efficient method for modelling the SEP acceleration by the interplanetary shock waves and their transport toward the Earth orbit,
where the high-energy SEPs produce significant radiation hazards (see , and papers cited therein). To quantify the fluxes of accelerated SEPs in simulations, the two competing approaches are employed, which differently treat the shock region. Particularly, the shock wave may be thought of as a prescribed source of accelerated particles, derived from semi-analytical or semi-empirical models. In this case the kinetic model is designed to just solve a downstream transport of already accelerated particles thorough the solar wind. An alternative approach is to solve the kinetic equation in the shock wave region too. In this way the shock acceleration mechanism producing the SEPs from a lower-energy seed population is included into the model. For the latter application, it is important to use a particle conserving scheme, otherwise the predicted SEP flux may be compromised by the particle appearance/disappearance due to approximation errors.
In application to the SEPs model, we consider their gyrotropic VDF, f (t, x, p, µ), in a magnetized moving turbulent plasma, which is defined in a frame of reference, co-moving with the local velocity of interplanetary plasma, u(x, t), at the given point, x. Using spherical coordinates, (p = |p|, µ = b · p/p, ϕ), in the momentum space, such that the polar axis is aligned with the direction, b = B/B, of the magnetic field, B(x, t), the VDF is averaged over ϕ, which is the phase of particle Larmor gyration. However, we keep dependence on the cosine of pitch-angle, µ. .
A focused transport equation describing an evolution of the VDF in a turbulent interplanetary magnetic field had been published by Skilling (1971) . A detailed view on different aspects of particle propagation along magnetic-field lines, cooling/heating, and focusing can be found in Kóta and Jokipii (1997) ; Kóta and Jokipii (2004) . A novelty of our current approach to this equation is that we formulated it in terms of the Poisson brackets:
The pseudo-Hamiltonian functions in Eq. 28 are expressed in terms of the local plasma parameters, such as the plasma velocity, its gradient and Lagrangian time derivative, Du Dt = ∂f ∂t +(u·∇)u, as well as the local magnetic field. The scattering integral in the RHS describes the particle interaction with the MHD turbulence. In the particle number integral: N = dΓf (x, p, µ, t), the phase volume element equals: dΓ = 2πp 2 d 3 xdpdµ = 2πd 3 xd p 3 3 dµ. A computational technology to discretize this kinetic equation on the grid of multiple moving lines had been described by . By applying this approach to Eq. 28 we arrive at the equation describing a time evolution of the VDF, f (s L , p, µ), for a particle group relating to a given moving magnetic field line, which is, again, formulated in terms of the Poisson brackets:
) The particle number integral may be formulated, if the magnetic field line is thought of as the central line of some flux tube of small cross section, dS. Since the magnetic flux, dψ M = BdS, is constant along the flux tube, the phase volume element, dΓ, may be expressed as follows:
the factor, (2πdψ M ), being constant along the flux tube. The particle number integral becomes:
For a grid with multiple magnetic field lines (tubes) the particle number should be summed over all tubes. It is easy to check that Eq. 29 conserves the particle number integral, given by Eq. 30.
The test simulations of the SEPs VDF are performed within the SWMF framework described by Tóth et al. (2005 Tóth et al. ( , 2012 . The realistic state of the coronal plasma, solar wind, and magnetic field is (2) there is the Poisson bracket with time derivatives; (3) the particle number integral in Eq. 30 differs from that assumed above. Although purely technical and easy-to-solve, these issues need more detailed discussion, which we delegate to forthcoming publication. Here, we test only the simplest cases and omit some technical details.
Numerical Result for Equation with single Poisson Bracket
To demonstrate the developed methods, for the first numerical example we assume a steady-state background, neglect the scattering term in the RSH of Eq. 29, and solve the following equation:
The initial population of SEPs is assumed to be independent of µ, concentrated at small heliocentric flux (where the field is weaker) the particle parallel velocity is greater than that for bulk particles (for which the field is stronger). Fig. 6 presents the VDF as a function of µ and energy, at different locations at t = 70s. Although initially the VDF is uniform in µ, at larger R the particles tend to concentrate at µ → 1. These effects are due to conservation of the adiabatic invariant, p 2 ⊥ 2B , in the absence of scattering. The magnetic field decays with R (see Fig. 4 ), therefore, while the particles propagate run away, their the perpendicular momentum reduces, p ⊥ ∝ √ B, and the parallel one increases, p = p 2 − p 2 ⊥ . As the result, the particles at larger R move faster (p → p) and their The combined effect of the focused transport and the particle pitch-angle scattering may be studied by including the scattering integral in the Fokker-Planck approximation,
where D µµ the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient. Here, we consider the particles scattering due to the Alfvén wave turbulence in a quasi-linear approach and assume the Kolmogorov's spectrum of turbulence. Under these assumptions, we get an expression for pitch-angle scattering rate:
(see detail in Borovikov 2019), in which r L = p eB is the Larmor radius of proton, L max is the maximal spatial scale of turbulence (assumed to be proportional to the heliocentric distance, R, and ranging from ∼0.03R to ∼0.8R), (δB) 2 = µ 0 w relates to the wave energy density, w, with µ 0 being a vacuum magnetic permeability. Within the quasi-linear approach, in Eq. 33 a condition, δB B, is assumed meaning that the perturbation of magnetic field is much smaller than its averaged magnitude. However, from the upper panel of Fig. 4 , we see that in the range of heliocentric distance, R = (17 ÷ 142)R S , marked the red dashed vertical lines, the said inequality is reversed, δB ≥ B, thus breaking applicability of the quasi-linear approach. This phenomenon has been recently observed by the Parker Solar Probe. So in order to keep using quasi-linear theory in this case, instead of the background magnetic field squared in a numerator in Eq. 33, we use the total magnetic field: (δB) 2 + B 2 .
The equation combining focused transport with scattering:
is solved using the Strang splitting method, which means that to advance the numerical solution of Eq.'34 through the time step, from t to t + ∆t, we alternate the stage at which we solve Eq. 31
with the Poisson bracket and with no scattering, using scheme 27 as discussed above, followed by the stage at which we solve the pitch-angle diffusion equation: 
where:
Eqs. 36,34 are solved numerically, using the same data as in the simulation above (see Fig. 4 ) and for the same initial condition. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the spatial diffusion approximation Eq. 36 (top panel) and full mu-dependent solution of Eq. 34, at the time, t = 850 s, assuming larger L max = 0.8R (hence, lower scattering rate). We see that the diffusive approximation tends to overestimate the transport of higher energy particles. Fig. 8 shows the analogous comparison, with taking much lower L max = 0.03R (higher scattering rate). In this the results are almost identical, which demonstrates a validity of the diffusion approximation.
28
The requirement of high D µµ as the condition for the diffusive approximation validity is always broken at µ = 0, where D µµ = 0. This form of D µµ implies that the particles can be split into two parts, one propagating away from the Sun and the other propagating towards the Sun. There is no particle exchange between these two parts of particles, in striking contrast with the standard spatial diffusion assuming that the particles run back and forth. In addition, when µ is small, that is the parallel velocity of particle vanishes, the finite Alfvén wave speed, V A = B µ 0 ρ results in non-zero pitch-angle diffusion, rho being the plasma mass density. Therefore, in our simulation we "floor" D µµ function, which means to set a minimal value to D µµ when |µ| is small, specifically, if the particle parallel speed is comparable with V A , thus reaching a perfect agreement with the spatial diffusion approximation. This scheme automatically conserve the total number of particles. With no need to treat macroparticles like those used in particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, the computational efficiency of the newly developed scheme is greatly improved. Among the practical applications for new scheme is the SEP kinetic transport equation formulated via multiple Poisson brackets. With numerical simulations for a simplified case, we found that the focusing effect plays an important role in the kinetic transport of SEPs. We also found that the diffusive approximation is a good one when L max is small, while for larger L max it tends to overestimate the transport of higher energy particles. The new scheme is potentially applicable to a wide range of problems for the Liouville equation in statistical physics. account the contribution from SEPs to the growth of Alfvén wave turbulence. We do not present a complete solution to the SEP transport equation 29 with three Poisson brackets. These findings will be published elsewhere.
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